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FORESIGHT STRATEGIES SHOW PREPARES ENTREPRENEURS WITH FORESIGHT AWARENESS
"Foresight awareness is like having an eagles panoramic view of your opportunities"
NEW HAMPTON, NY - March 2018 – How do entrepreneurs design and prepare a preferred future for
their business? Well, preparing your business for the future is essential because rapid changes are
affecting today’s business. Dr. Nilda Perez host and Rachel Calderon co-host of Foresight Strategies
Show (FSS) are dedicated to presenting foresight to entrepreneurs and small business owners.
In most cases foresight awareness is fundamental because if you do not watch trends most likely you are
not seizing opportunities that are readily available. The FSS helps entrepreneurs and small business
owners discover how they can stand far apart from their competition through awareness of trends,
scenarios, and designing your desired future.
The Foresight Strategies Show promotes thought leaders from diverse industries whom showcase how
they have implemented foresight into their perspective industry. The show is interactive so that the
audience can ask questions, make suggestions, support the topic through their communication and
guests respond to questions bringing synergy to the topics presented.
“Foresight awareness is a vow to trust the process that will expose your mindset to an distinctively
uncommon way to view your industry, your environment, the world.”
This month's guest lineup includes the following guests:
March 3rd – Dr. Natalie Nixon, CEO of Figure 8 Thinking discusses ”Anthropology and Fashion Design
Seen Through Foresight Eyes.”
March 10th – Sergio Marrero, CEO of the Rebel Method answers the question “Can Bitcoin/Blockchain
Space Create a One World Currency?”
March 17th- Dr. Claire Nelson CEO of Futures Forum and member of the Association of Professional
Futurist , explains “How We Can Share Our Future Globally.”
March 24th- Jerome Glenn Director of the Millennium Project and member of the APF, discusses
how “Entrepreneurs Discover Futures Competency.”
March 28th- Dr. Peter Bishop Founder/Executive Director of Teach the Future and member of the APF
explains how teaching Gen-Z is critical to the future in his talk “Teaching the Future: Is this Possible?”
March 31st- Pat Dunham CEO of Tiny House Advisor, explains “The Future of Tiny Spaces”
“Prepare, Grow & Sustain The Future of Your Business Through Foresight Intelligence”
###

About: Dr. Nilda Perez is a futurist| business foresight strategist| mentor | trainer| consultant, earned a
Doctorate in Strategic Foresight from Regent University. She is Deputy Director of Global Marketing
Outreach of the Association of Professional Futurists. She uses foresight targeted strategies to position
businesses in the 21st century by designing their preferred future to take them beyond their imagination.
Her goal is to help businesses of any size align themselves with future consciousness for longevity, an
uncontested market space, increased profits, and maximum growth through foresight strategies with
targeted tools, methods, and approaches. For more information, visit Dr. Nilda Perez or Foresight
Strategies Group

